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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

SENTINEL 205 EZ-STRIP PAINT & VARNISH STRIPPER is an non-toxic, environmentallysafe stripper, powerful enough to dissolve virtually any finish. 205 is made with
non-hazardous and plant-derived actives, making it an effective and safe alternative
to products containing harmful agents. 205’s thick, clear gel allows for easy use,
especially on vertical surfaces and it rinses with water, making clean-up a breeze.
The low-odor, nonflammable formula make it perfect for both indoor and outdoor
projects. DO NOT USE ON PLASTIC OR FIBERGLASS.
DIRECTIONS: (Always follow product label instructions for best results.)
Before use, read all instructions. Shake well before use and product will pour easier.
Cover all adjacent surfaces to protect them from incidental contact with 205.
See reverse side for
1. Squeeze/pour 205 onto the surface being stripped and spread with a rag or a
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
paint brush. For best results, apply a generous amount of 205 to surface.
2. Let 205 penetrate the coating being removed. Times will vary based on thickness of coating. Varnish, shellac,
and lacquer: 15-30 minutes. Latex/oil-based paints, polyurethane, andmulti-layered finishes: 15 - 60+ minutes.
For difficult to remove, multi-layered coatings, allow 205 to penetrate overnight.
3. Test scrape a small area of the suface with a putty knife to see if finish has softened. If not, let continue to soak.
4. Remove 205 and softened coating immediately after coating has softened by gently scraping with putty knife/
stripper tool. If removing multiple layers and surface remains grimy, a second application of 205 may be necessary.
5. Remove any remaining softened finish with a stripper pad dampened with soapy water. Always rub in the
direction of the grain. Remove any leftover residue with a stripper pad dampened with water or mineral spirits.
6. Wipe surface with a dry, clean cloth. Let wood dry thoroughly (at least 24 hours) before refinishing.
REMOVAL OF LEAD-BASED PAINT: Only appropriately trained professionals should remove lead-based paint. Dispose
of lead-based paint residue in accordance with federal, state, & local guidelines.
For additional information or assistance with this product, please call Sentinel Customer Service at, 800-373-0633.
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